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Abstract: Eff ective questioning in mathematics class is to guide students to deepen their understanding of mathematics and 
question eff ectively by creating a good question situation on the basis of carefully setting questions.The strategy of eff ective 
questioning will be interpreted from several aspects:asking questions at key points,grasping the diffi  culty of questions,inquiring 
questions at nodes,and inspiring students’thinking.This paper will better refl ect the content through case analysis.
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1.  The connotation of eff ective questioning
According to Zhang Hongxia,”The so-called eff ective questioning specifi cally refers to the mentality of doubt,confusion,anxiety and 

exploration caused by the questions raised,which in turn drives individuals to think positively and constantly raise and solve problems”.Lu 
Zhengzhi and Hong Songzhou believed that”eff ective classroom questioning in a broad sense refers to the process in which teachers,on 
the basis of elaborately preset questions,create good question situations,form appropriate questions in teaching,guide students to actively 
think,question and have dialogues,fully realize expected teaching objectives,and timely refl ect and practice questions”.Gong Haiyan 
believed that”eff ective questioning is a commonly used teaching method in modern teaching mode.This eff ective questioning method 
can not only play the guiding role of teachers,but also refl ect the principal position of students in teaching”.

To sum up,it can be seen that eff ective questioning is a teaching method,which can promote students’understanding of knowledge 
and questioning of problems.It can also give better play to teachers’guiding role and refl ect students’dominant position.

2.  Strategies and cases for eff ective questioning
2.1  Ask questions at key points

In mathematics teaching,teachers should let students think positively,and let students experience the happiness of learning 
mathematics in their thinking.The time of a math class is very limited.How can teachers not only give students space to think 
independently but also give teachers time to teach in the very limited time?Therefore,when the teacher throws out a problem in 
class and asks the students to think,the teacher should fi rst give the students appropriate time to think independently,and then the 
teacher should use the”midwife technique”of Socrates to communicate with the students and fi nd the places where the students have 
diffi  culty in thinking.This is the key place,where teachers can not directly wake up students,but let students fi nd a breakthrough in 
diffi  culties through subtle questions,which not only stimulates students’enthusiasm in learning,but also improves their ability to 
think independently.

2.2  Grasp the diffi  culty of Asking Questions
When the teacher fi nds that the students have diffi  culty in thinking,the teacher should ask the students questions in time,but 

should adopt the teaching method of teaching students according to their aptitude.If the student in question has a particularly good 
mathematical foundation,the teacher will selectively ask some diffi  cult and more divergent questions when questioning him.If the 
student is asked,the teacher will choose to ask some questions that are less diffi  cult and easier to think about.In this way,students with 
diff erent foundations continue to study according to the diff erent thinking directions provided by the teacher.Finally,the self-ability of 
various types of students has been developed to diff erent degrees.
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2.3  Ask at the node
Questioning in Baidu’s explanation is:”inquisitive inquiry,several times to ask.”In education and teaching,the definition of 

questioning is:”For a certain problem,in order to make students grasp it,they usually ask questions again after one question until 
students can answer it smoothly”.Therefore,when asking questions,teachers should not put forward casually,but should have a clear 
direction,and this question is often very critical.It can not only inspire students to think,but also improve the ability of teachers.For 
example,teachers can ask students where they have made mistakes.Instead of criticizing students blindly,teachers can redirect their 
thinking to the right track.

[Case Study]
In the decimal representation of positive integers x,the product of each number is p(x).Find all positive integers that satisfy the 

equation p(x)=x2-10x-22.
Teacher:Please read the question carefully and see if you can do it.
Student:Sir,do we have any ideas?
Teacher:Let me take you to analyze the topic.Let’s take a positive integer x,and they say in decimal notation,so let’s set it as a 

parameter,what should it be set to?
Student:X can be written as x=ak10k+……+a110+a0.
Teacher:So it’s clear from the conditions we gave that there’s only one equation here.There’s only one equation,so we’re think-

ing,first of all,how do we get the first thing down?
Student:k can’t be too high,so we have to argue that k is less than or equal to 1,and if it’s not less than or equal to 1,that means k 

is greater than or equal to 2.
Teacher:Now let’s talk about k greater than or equal to 2.
Student:We find contradiction with it by proof,so we conclude that k is less than or equal to 1.
Teacher:How many possibilities are there for k?
Student:k=0 or k=1.
Teacher:Let’s consider the k=0 case first.How do you do that?
Student:If k=0,then use the root formula to find a0,and find that there is no positive integer solution to this equation.So k is not 0.
Teacher:So now we only have k=1.
Student:If k=1,then it’s still case by case.When a1 is greater than or equal to 2,it’s a contradiction.So if we figure out that a1 is equal 

to 1,we’re going to figure out that only one of the positive integers we want is 12.
Teacher:Let’s summarize,this problem mainly uses the idea of equation,to solve the variable is to establish an equation,but an 

equation can only solve one variable,so we have to find a way to reduce the number of this,in which we use the monotone of the 
function and use proof.
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